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About this document 

On 5 February 2019, we published a consultation on a proposal to grant a variation 

of appointment to Albion Water Limited as a sewerage company to enable it to 

provide sewerage services to a Site called Knowle Water Meadows. 

The consultation notice contained factual inaccuracies. This document sets out a 

series of amendments required to correct the inaccuracies in the original consultation 

notice and provides for a further period of consultation, in light of these amendments.  

Table 1 sets out the required amendments. A further period of consultation will last 

for 10 days from the date of publication of this corrigendum  

 

Table 1 

Page & Paragraph Existing text Amended as 

Page 9 

Paragraph 6.3 

ALB proposes to match the 
charges of SRN on the Site 

 

ALB proposes to offer a 5% 
volumetric tariff reduction for 
metered sewerage customers. 

Page 10 -11 

Paragraph 6.7 

In considering whether 
customers will be no worse off, 
we also considered the potential 
effects of this variation on the 
prices that SRN’s existing 
customer base may face.  

 

The calculation necessarily 
depends on a range of 
assumptions, and there are 
clearly difficulties involved in 
quantifying the effect. It is 
therefore necessary to use a 
simplified set of figures. We 
have expressed the effect in 'per 
bill' terms to try to quantify the 
possible effect in an easily 
understandable way.  

 

We have assessed the potential 
magnitude of this impact by 
comparing how much SRN 
might have expected to receive 
in revenue from serving the Site 
directly, were they to serve the 
Site, with the revenues they 

In considering whether customers 
will be no worse off, we also 
considered the potential effects of 
this variation on the prices that 
SRN’s existing customer base may 
face. 

 

The particular circumstances of this 
variation is that the Site could be 
served by the incumbent following 
the installation of lengthy pipework 
between the Site and its nearest 
infrastructure, together with the cost 
of upgrading treatment works.  

 

Although it has not been quantified, 
the cost of providing the necessary 
connection to the incumbent’s 
infrastructure will be greater than the 
revenue that SRN might reasonably 
have expected as a result of serving 
the Site. As a consequence, we 
estimate that customers of SRN will 
be no worse off if we grant this 
variation to ALB. 
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might expect from the proposed 
arrangement with ALB.  

We estimate a potential £0.001 
annual increase on the 
sewerage bills of existing SRN 
customers if we grant this 
variation to ALB. 
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Where to send submissions 

 

Any person who wishes to make representations or objections with respect to the 

application should do so in writing to Chris Daly at Centre City Tower, 7 Hill Street, 

Birmingham, B5 4UA or by email at chris.daly@ofwat.gsi.gov.uk 

Representations must be received by Ofwat no later than 17.00 hours on 14 May 

2019. Further information about how to make representations or objections, including 

information on the treatment of confidential information, can be obtained from Ofwat 

at the above address or at http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/foi/ 

Ofwat will only use the information you have provided for the purpose of this 

consultation. We will retain your information in accordance with Ofwat’s retention 

schedule and will not share with third parties unless we have a legal obligation to do 

so. For further information please see Ofwat’s Privacy Policy in our Publication 

Scheme. 
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http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/privacy-policy/
http://www.ofwat.gov.uk/publication/privacy-policy/
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